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Google Site Links ---1. Group Site Homepage:
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/
2. My self-created subpages:
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3/bao-cang-yan
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3/bao-cang-yan/food
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3/bao-cang-yan/stores-nearby
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Project Oral Presentation Link
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IyqUIAx7uoQBFK3tvVvQdJbWes7fKE5F
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Taipei Ni Hao
I.
A.

Introduction of the Group Project
Introduction
Before having a trip, the travel preparation is always the most important but

troublesome part, especially the arrangement of the schedule. Usually, the travelers
need to risk a lot of time on planning the schedule, such as the spots, accommodations,
food, entertainments, tickets, and transportation, etc. The Travelers not only need to
arrange the sequence of each spots because of the convenience, to control the budget,
but also to find the spots that are worthy to visit. To plan the schedule, the majority of
travelers will go to the websites of travel agency to consult their schedule. However,
we will find that most of travel agencies provide the similar schedules which are
without any fun and feature. As a result, our group is going to solve this problem by
creating a travel website, gathering young generation’s ideas, and designing a
customized package schedule for the foreign backpackers. Hoping that we can
successfully promote and deliver the best part of Taiwan to the world.
B. The goal of this Taiwan Ni Hao Travel Agency project:
1. Promote and deliver Taiwan’s local culture worldwide through Internet
2. Arrange a unique schedule that only Taiwan’s local people will know instead of hot
touring sites.
3. Provide the best package tour to backpackers so that they do not need to find extra
travel information by themselves.
4. Help backpackers travel economically with lower budgets.
II.

Project Content Explanations
A. Group focus:
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In our group project, we play as a travel agency who own an online website
which calls “Taiwan Ni Hao”, providing a three days Taipei’s package tour for
foreign backpackers for free. Overall, the structure of the website is clearly divided
into “Accommodation”, “Ticket-Booking”, and the “Itineraries of each three days” by
using four apps and software, such as Google site, Cacoo, Aurasma, Scratch, and
Ease.ly.
B. My Main focus:
In our group project, I am responsible for designing one of the schedule of day
three (Treasure Hill Artist Village) and making a preview of itinerary before the
beginning of each day. In the schedule part, I’m in charge of arranging the schedule of
the spot, Treasure Hill Artist Village. Instead of the spot itself, I also provide some
recommended restaurants, food, and stores in Gong Guan District, which is just near
by Treasure Hill Artist Village. Also, I made three preview videos of itinerary and put
them at the beginning of the page of each day by Scratch. In these three preview
videos, I concentrate all the schedules of each day and make them become
animations.
C. Self-evaluation of my group project:
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Firstly, I’m in charge of designing the schedule of Treasure Hill Artist Village,
including food, restaurants, and stores the foreign backpackers can go. I spent a lot of
time on finding good photos on Internet and editing them to have sense of design.
Also, the food, restaurants, and stores I recommended are only for professional
Taiwanese. The foreign backpackers can experience Taiwanese local food and avoid
from lining up for too long. In this part, I think that I have achieved our project’s goal,
arranging a unique schedule that only Taiwan’s local people will know instead of hot
touring sites. Secondly, I am responsible for Scratch. At the beginning, I planned to
make the overall video of the course map for three days schedule through Scratch.
However, I found that it is hard to find the background pictures which share the same
size, therefore I gave up this idea. I think the works I presented in this project was still
too simple and monotonous. It might because I didn’t spend too much time to practice
and to be familiar with the software. If I have more time, I will pay more effort on it
to explore more functions of scratch so that I can create a better works.

III.

Apps and Software Adopted in the Group Project
A. My Role and Coordination
In Taiwan Ni Hao Travel Angency, I am the preview video maker and the

schedule planner of day three. In the video maker part, my job is going to make
stimulation animations of three days schedule by using Scratch. The videos will be
the opening before the presentation of each say so that they will help my group
members start the presentation easily and catch the audiences’ attention. In schedule
planner part, my job is going to plan the itineraries of day three, including spots,
foods, and transportation.
B. Reason of Choosing the Application
Scratch is a free programming language and online community where you can
create your own interactive stories, games, and animations. I think when we are
presenting, the interactions between the presenter and his or her audience are the most
important element in a presentation. Also, in this course, BC keeps reminding us the
importance of visual aid. Scratch is the software which I can utilize it to create visual
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videos catching my audiences’ attention. This is the main reason why I choose
Scratch as the application.
Table 1. List of Links to My Google Site Production of the Apps/Software Adopted
Apps/Software Link to My Google Site Production of the Apps/Software
Google Site

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/

Cacoo

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3/bao-cang-yan

Scratch

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day1
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day2
https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/day3

Ease.ly

https://sites.google.com/site/taipeinihaotaipei/home/contact-us

Fig. 1: Navigation bar of the Google Site

The main role of the navigation bar is to provide the viewers of our website to find the
content they want to access easily and quickly. The design and the order of our
navigation bar is following the main services that we provide to our viewers and the
sequence of the travel plan.
Official Link: https://sites.google.com (Free)
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Fig. 2 Cacoo
Cacoo is an online diagram software to create and securely share flowcharts,
wireframes, UML models, network diagram and more. By using Cacoo, I can make an
outline of the schedule in a clear and simple way so that the backpacker can easily have
a concept about what they are going to do in day 3.
Official Link: https://cacoo.com/ (Free)

Fig. 3.1 Scratch

Fig. 3.2 Scratch
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Fig. 3.3 Scratch

Fig. 3.4 Programming the character’s motions, looks, and event by the specific
commands which function.
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Fig. 3.5 Changing background. Adding “Switch backdrop to()” block to change the
background at specific time.
As I mentioned, Scratch is a free programming language and online community where
you can create your own interactive stories, games, and animations. By using Scratch,
I can create the stimulations of the schedule, which is just like the video version of
schedule’s outline. By viewing these, the backpackers can what kind of plots they are
going to, having some basic ideas.
Official Link: https://scratch.mit.edu/ (Free)

Fig. 4 Ease.ly
Easel.ly is a simple web tool that empowers anyone to create and share visuals, such as
business card. To build an online travel agency, it’s always necessary to provide the
viewers your contact way so that your viewers are able to contact you immediately if
they have any questions or needs. Ease.ly provides us an easy but functional platform to
freely design and create our own business card.
Official Link: https://www.easel.ly/ (Free)
III. When I First Learned the App/Software/Platform
1. Google site (Individual part of our group project)
a. Week 7: We are the first group of the tutorial project and we are responsible of the
Google site. For my individual part, I’m in charge of teaching my classmate how to
create sub-pages on the google site. (Blank template) Because I need to be a teacher
to teach my classmate so that I have to really familiar with this platform. I really
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enjoy the process of learning a new thing. I glad that our group choose the Google
Site to be our tutorial project because it is really helpful to our final. Lastly, I want
to say thank you to my group members for carrying me and providing me solutions
when I got some troubles.
b. Individual power point

2. Evernote
a. W 7: The app we learnt today is called "Evernote", which I did not know about this
app before. The design of the page is really simple making me easily to do stuffs on
it. However, I still prefer to use the "real" notebook instead of the electronic one.
b. Exercise
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(a) Creating a new monthly calendar on November

(b) Editing a to-do list through Evernote
3. Scratch
a. W7:
Today we got a new tourial from Alex's group, and the app is called “scratch”. We can
use this app to create our own interactive stories, games, and animations. Like me, I
choose my favorite cartoon character Pooh to create a simple animation, which is really
funny. I'm focusing in this group presentation because the app is easy to learn and also
interesting.
b. Exercise
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(a) Creating our own character and giving it a gesture and action

(b) Adding a second character and new background image
4. Blender
a. W8:
This week, we got a now tutorial group, which was going to teach us how to use an app
(I forgot the app's name) to create a 3D graphic, chair. However, the process is too
complicated to follow and somehow the app is hard to control. As a result, I give up this
tutorial before the end product. Haha. But it's a good experience all in all.
b. Exercise
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(a) Trying to create a 3D chair
5. Aurasma
a. W8:
We got two tutorial group. One is teaching the app, Aurasma, which is creating a AR
image. The other is Audacity, which we can use it edit sound. The previous is very
magical
b. Exercise
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(a) Audacity: Making my voice like a monster
IV.

Conclusion: Reflections And Thoughts for Creating This Projects

At the beginning, we have no idea about what we are going to do in our final project.
The first idea, we plan to do the language school in Australia to teach Taiwanese
students some basic vocabulary they can commonly see in Australia. However, BC told
us why don’t we do a travel agency to promote Taiwan’s culture which we are familiar
with? The process is tough because the apps and software we used was totally strange
to me at that time. I did not believe that I can utilizes these apps and software to create
our own website and to deliver and promote our ideas to others people. However, we
did it! Thanks a lot to BC, my group members, and me. Thanks for giving me ideas,
supports, and helps. I can finish this big project without all of you guys. Thanks for BC
for giving English department students the course of technology so that we can know
the new trend of the world.
V.
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Appendix

Fig.6 The Complete Group Project Screenshot
The design and the order of our website is following the main services that we provide
to our viewers and the sequence of the travel plan.
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Fig. 7 “About Our Project” Page
Basic introduction and information of our group project, such as the motivations and
the purposes of our group project, our target audiences, etc. (see fig.7)
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Fig 8. “Contact Us” Page
Providing the contact information of each of our group members. Our viewers are able
to contact us if they have any questions.
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Fig. 9“Itinerary” Page
Using Cacoo to create the outline of itineraries of three days, the viewers can clearly
see the overall schedule of each three days.
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Fig. 10 “Accommodation” Page
The information of the accommodation, including the transportation, price, and every
detail that the backpackers may need.
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Fig. 11 “Ticket-Booking” Page
A Cliff’s notes version of how to buy a cost-effective ticket of MRT.
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Fig. 12 “Day 1” Page
The outline of itinerary of day one which is created by Scratch and Cacoo.
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Fig13. “Din Tai Fung” Sub-page of day 1
The first spot of day 1.
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Fig. 14 “Lao Di Fant Viewing Platform” Sub-page of day 1
The second spot of day 1.
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Fig. 15 “Ningxia Night Market” Sub-page of day 1.
The last spot of day 1.
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Fig. 16 “Day 2” Page

Fig. 17 “Beitou Thermal Valley” sub-page of day 2
The first spot of day 2.
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Fig. 18 “Dharma Drum Mountain New Nung Chan Monastery” sub-page of day 2
The second spot of day 2.

Fig. 19 “Nanjichang Night Market” Sub-page of day 2
The last spot of day 2.
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Fig. 20 “Day 3” Page
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Fig. 21 “Shuanglian Market” Sub-page of day 3
The first spot of day 3

Fig. 22 “Must eat” Sub-page of “Shuanglian Market” Page
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Fig 23. “Mao Kong” Sub-page of day 3
The second spot of day 3.

Fig. 24 “Mao Kong’s Traffic Information” Sub-page of “Mao Kong” Page
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Fig. 25 “Treasure Hill Artist Village” Sub-page of day 3
The third spot of day 3.

Fig. 26 “Food” Sub-page of “Treasure Hill Artist Village” page
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Fig. 27 “Stores Near By” Sub-page of “Treasure Hill Artist Village” page

Fig. 28 “Route map for Taipei Metro-How to Get to Places” Page
Map of MRT
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Fig. 29 “Feedback” Page
Collecting feedback from the our viewers.

Fig. 30 “Difficulties & Solutions” Page
The difficulties our group members have confront in this project and how we solved the
problems.

